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Efficiently Manage Your Subscriptions with Flexible Software License Management

Nemo Global License Server is a support system that provides floating and seat-based licensing for Keysight Technologies, Inc. Nemo tools. Nemo Global License Server offers flexible license management and detailed reporting. It enables you to effectively manage your subscriptions from delivery and activation to lifecycle management and tracking.
Save Time and Money - Easily Control of Your Global License Pool

Nemo Global License Server (Nemo GLS) is a software license management system that enables the control and distribution of Nemo Outdoor, Nemo Analyze and Nemo WindCatcher software licenses. With Nemo GLS, administrators can create pools of licenses from where individual employees and teams can retrieve licenses for Nemo tools and return the licenses when the tools are no longer needed. License pools are easily maintained and controlled globally over a public internet connection gaining more value for the money.

With Nemo Global License Server, the licenses purchased for Nemo tools can be controlled centrally and distributed globally. Furthermore, Nemo GLS enables the tracking of individual licenses so you will never lose track of how and where Nemo tools are being used. With Nemo GLS, the central administrator can run reports on how efficiently the tools are in use and use this information to relocate licenses from one pool to another and to order more licenses when needed.

Allocate or Reallocate Network Measurement Tools Based on Need

Challenge
A global network vendor has purchased hundreds of network measurement tools with hardware-based copy protection. The tools are distributed in local offices all over the world. In one area the tools are underused meanwhile in another area they are starting a massive measurement campaign and are requesting more tools. The company headquarters coordinates the relocation of the hardware licenses from one office to another but many of the copy protection keys are missing or the licenses have expired.

Solution
The company purchases Nemo Global License Server and switches all hardware-based copy protection licenses to software licenses. A central administrator creates license pools for the local sites and allocates and reallocates the licenses between the pools dynamically based on need. The administrator also tracks the usage of the tools in each pool. When usage gets close to 100%, the administrator moves licenses from another pool where the tools are used less frequently or purchases more licenses.

Benefits
Makes more effective use of the tools thus saving time and money. No more hassle with hardware-based copy protection keys or expired licenses. Makes the tools easily transferred from one location to another.
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